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ENTERTAINMENT

GRILLING CHEFS
Ready, Set, Cook! Grilling Chefs is a thrilling merciless televised competition in which thirteen aspiring chefs battle hard to
win first place. Each week, competitors are assessed on their
skills and creativity through a series of culinary tests. Backed
by their mentor, a renowned celebrity chef, the candidates will
be judged by a permanent panel of reputable restaurateurs
and chefs.

CANADA, 48 X 60’, COOKING COMPETITION
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ENTERTAINMENT

SOMETHING SMELLS FUNNY
Prepare yourselves to laugh it up! Hosted by a popular personality, Something Smells Funny is a unique award-winning
comical show that gives one young aspiring comedy buff a
chance to shine on tv. Each week, one teen guest pairs up with
his favourite humourist to create an original humoristic sketch
that will be aired during primetime television.

CANADA, 13 X 30', ENTERTAINMENT
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SCRIPTED

FAMILY MESS
Picture this: the 90's, four friends get together and decide to write
their life aspirations on a piece of paper. They all sign and put the
note in a bottle. Fifteen years later, they meet again and decide
to break the bottle to read the note again… a rude reality check
which reminds them how far they are from their aspirations…
until they make the bold decision to achieve one of them: move
in together along with their seven children for one year…

CANADA, 62 X 60’, DRAMEDY
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SCRIPTED

THE PARENTS
Starting a 7th season in its home market and so far adapted in
Poland, Russia, Israel, Spain and Greece, this multi award-winning
and international hit success comedy vividly depicts the precarious
art of being a modern parent in the 21st century. THE PARENTS
showcases a family of five whose mother and father often grapple
with three sometimes rambunctious boys.

CANADA, 144 X 60', MODERN DAY DRAMEDY
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SCRIPTED

CODE 37
A high-profile episodic police series with a rich and modern
cinematic look, starring a female chief inspector. Young and
sexy, our lead character heads a vice squad of male colleagues
to fight unusual sex crimes… as she is herself tormented by her
own family tragedy.

CRIME SERIES, 39 X 60’
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SCRIPTED

ESTELLE FROM HELL
A fun series featuring a typical blended family struggling to
make things work. It is the story of Erik and his son, Julie and
her teenage daughter and Megan, the couple's miracle baby;
their family life couldn't be more chaotic when after Erik's dad
die and leave a huge debt behind, Estelle, Erik' mom has no
choice but to sell the house and move in with the family… A
blessing or a curse?

CANADA, DRAMA, 13 X 30'
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ENTERTAINMENT

MUSIC TO MY YEARS
Now more electrifying than ever, MUSIC TO MY YEARS is
Canada's Friday night fever! The perfect mix of music, celebrities
and fun competition! A celebration of music where five teams of
celebrities divided by age group test their knowledge of music and
sing, dance, even do interpretive dance in front of a live
audience! Viewers are sure to be kept on the edge of their seats!

CANADA, WEEKLY, PRIMETIME ENTERTAINMENT, 52 X 60'
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YOUTH

OUTDO MY ZOO
OUTDO MY ZOO takes you into the wonderful world of animals.
Two parent-child teams play against one another and against the
clock to give correct answers to questions about animals. Over
four rounds and one final sprint, the teams will compete to gather
the highest number of animals in their virtual zoo and win the
game! More than testing their knowledge, the players will also test
their memory and observation skills as the final round is centered
around questions on animals seen on the show! An exciting and
learning experience for all the family!

CANADA, WEEKLY, ACCESS PRIMETIME, 50 X 30'
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YOUTH

TELL ME ABOUT IT!
This award-winning family series is an inspiring 30 minute format that gives kids a unique opportunity to connect with public
personalitities coming from all horizons. A big happening
where 150 kids from 5 to 12 invade our TV studio and take an
active part in our show either by getting a privileged access to
our guest star or by getting a sneak peek at what it takes to
run a TV studio for real!

CANADA, WEEKLY, ACCESS PRIMETIME, 37 X 30'
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GAME SHOW

TRADE UP
TRADE UP is sure to keep viewers at the edge of their seats
from start to finish. In its 7th season, TRADE UP is more than
ever the unpredictable, full of surprises, high-tension game
show format that combines knowledge, strategies and tactics!

CANADA, DAILY 177 X 30' & WEEKLY 180 X 60'
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